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Brief History of the Mbunda Speaking People
Mbundas are a distinct group comprising of seven dialects, and these are Mbunda Mathzi,
Mbunda Shamuka, Mbunda Yauma, Mbunda Ndundu, Mbunda Nkangala, Mbunda Mbalango
and Mbunda Sango.
These are under the leadership of nine chiefs in Zambia, namely Senior Chief (Mwene)
Sikufele, Manyinga – Kabompo; Chief (Mwene) Chiyengele, Nang'oko – Limulunga; Chief
(Mwene) Kandala, Mabumbu – Mongu; Chief (Mwene) Chiyengele Chingumbe, Kayombo –
Kabompo; Chief (Mwene) Mundu, Liumba –Kalabo; Chief (Mwene) Kandombwe – Luvuji,
Lukulu; Chief (Mwene) Kasabi, Lukute – Kaoma; Chief (Mwene) Kasimba, Kalumwange –
Kaoma; Chief (Mwene) Lindeho, Chamemba –Kalabo.
In Namibia Mbundas are found in Rundu District under the leadership of Chief (Mwene)
Kanyanga.
In Congo (DRC) Mbundas are found at the confluence of Kwilu and Kasai Rivers.
In Angola, Mbundas are found in Moxico and Kuando Kuvango Provinces under the leadership
of 55 Chiefs.
All the Mbunda Speaking People and their Chiefs in these four Countries ascribe to the
leadership of the Mbunda Monarch in Angola under King Mbandu III, the twenty third (23rd)
Monarch on the throne today.
This is a more or less similar situation where the Chewa People of Malawi, Mozambique and
Zambia have their Paramount Chief Gawa Undi in Zambia. It only goes to show that the
Mbunda Speaking People are a big tribe and one of the 73 ethnic groups in Zambia.
The first Mbunda Chief to migrate to Barotseland from Mbundaland in Angola was Mwene
Muundu Mañulumbe in 1795, followed by Chief Mwene Kandala Viemba in 1824. The third

Chief to migrate into Barotseland was Mwene Chiyengele Chingumbe in 1827, who unlike the
other two who had left Mbundaland on voluntary basis, his father King Mwene Chingumbe,
the 14th Mbunda monarch attempted to reverse the Mbunda tradition of only nephews
ascending to the Mbunda monarch by decreeing that his son succeeds him after his death. He
succeeded his father King Chingumbe upon the deceased's decree, but because of the
tradition of nephew succession only, the Mbunda schemed to remove him. In frustration he
migrated to Barotseland which later became Northern Rhodesia now Zambia in the year
mentioned above. The fourth and last chief to migrate into Barotseland voluntarily was
Mwene Lindeho Kanyanyu between 1878 and 1884. He was received by Aluyi King
Mulambwa's successor, King Lubosi Liwanika.
The coming of Chief (Mwene) Chiyengele in Barotseland brought about great changes in the
lives of the Aluyi and Mbundas in Barotseland. First, the Mbundas fought the Luvales who
troubled the Aluyi by always getting their cattle and halted the Luvale incursions in
Barotseland. This resulted in a strengthened friendship between Aluyi and Mbundas, causing
Mulambwa to declare Chief Chiyengele as the Senior Chief of the Mbundas in Barotseland and
decreed a ten point Mulambwa/Chiyengele Treaty with the Mbundas as given below:
1)

We give you this sharp-pointed pole to replace those poles with rounded tops for
your royal palace. It is only your palace which will be built with sharp poles called
milombwe.

2)

Your royal drum (Kenda na Vafwa) and royal xylophone (Kamuyongole) should be
played in your palace, when you visit others and whenever you come to this capital.

3)

It is only you who will use a royal fly whisk of the eland.

4)

You are free to continue to teach your people your language and culture; you will
not be forced to take our language and culture.

5)
6)

There shall never be a Lozi person who enslaves a Mbunda and no Mbunda shall
enslave a Lozi
You are not forced to live on the Barotse plain but free to live in the forests.

7)

You are free to cultivate cassava, yams and millet in the multitude that you wish.

8)

In military and political matters you should be allied with the Aluyi

9)

Never fight among one another, but love one another.

10)

Finally, respect chieftainship and the elders.

This and other factors earned Mbundas to be represented on the Barotse National Council.
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Upon this understanding and friendship, secondly, the Mbundas fought alongside Aluyi in the
Aluyi/Makololo war in 1830, which ousted the Makololo rule on the Aluyi. This led to the
establishment of the Mbunda Chieftainship at Lukwakwa under Senior Chief Sikufele now in
Kabompo District, being a descendant of Mulambwa and a Mbunda wife. The Makololo from
the south introduced the Thoto language to Western Province and left, in their wake a variant
of Sesotho and Luyana that is spoken not only in Western Province but also in Caprivi Strip.
Thirdly, the Mbunda war machinery of Bows and Arrows, fought alongside the Aluyi to conquer
the Tongas, Ilas, and the whole Bantu Botatwe group, which resulted in the Aluyi/Mbunda
cousinship with Tongas.
Later there was the Kaonde/Aluyi war which the Aluyi lost in the first battle, but warn with the
help of the Mbunda war machinery, where Mbunda Chief Kasimba of Kalumwange played a
major role resulting in the Mbunda Chieftainship having firmly been established there at the
confluence of the Lalafuta and Kyamenge in 1893, opposite Chief Mushima Njivumina of the
Kaonde.
All this proved the fighting supremacy of the Mbundas in fighting alongside the Aluyi and in
honoring the Mulambwa/Chiyengele Treaty. Mbundas remained the true allies of the Aluyi
both in military and political matters.
1).

Cause of Misunderstandings in Barotseland
As researchers, we are alive to the fact that King Lubosi in 1885 after the defeat of
Makololo who occupied Barotseland for a little while, decreed that all the people of
Barotseland are Lozis, as a unifying factor and averting internal competition from the
Mbunda, external threats such as those posed by the Matebele and the unstoppable
onslaught of European colonialism.
That resulted in the Mbundas naming him “Liwanika Lya Mafuti” (Unifier of the nation),
“Njamba Kalimi Lifuti Limulimina” (An elephant does not cultivate, nationals cultivate
for it) bestowing the Mbunda kingdom elephant symbol on him and his kingdom, which
has been maintained up to now.

However good that decree might have seemed though, it ended up eroding the culture and
traditions of other ethnic groups in Barotseland.
2).

Consequences of the Lubosi Decree.
i)

Eroding of the Mbunda Culture and Traditions
a)

A case in point and still continued to date is the Mwene Mundu installation
skirmishes in Kalabo.
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In 1952 Chief Mwene Mundu Muyamba succeeded Chief Mwene Mundu
Chilindo.
At the time Chief Mundu Muyamba succeeded, he was already a nobleman
(Induna) representing the Mbunda by sitting on the Lozi court for settling
disputes in the Libonda court during King Imwiko's reign (1946-48). However, his
installation as Chief Mundu remain controversial as to being the rightful
successor.
It is believed Muyamba was not Chief Mundu Chilindo's relative but a step son
who came with the mother in marriage. His choice was more influenced by the
Lozi Chieftainship, since he was the one who was always seen accompanying
Chief Mwene Mundu Chilindo at the Lozi Libonda palace. This also influenced his
choice as a nobleman representing the Mbunda by sitting on the Lozi court for
settling disputes in the Libonda court during the reign of King Imwiko. To date all
the Mbunda Chiefs who reign with the title Chief Mundu are permanently settled
in Liumba. Kalabo District in the Western Province of Zambia.
Currently the same family that was made to take over the Mwene Mundu
Chieftainship have again worked their way to have the Barotse Royal
Establishment (BRE) bestow a flywhisk against the Mbunda customs and
traditions.
Since the demise of Chief (Mwene) Mundu Likithi in August 2008, there has been
embarrassing wrangles as to who should succeed him. The question has been,
why the wrangles?
There are Mbunda customs, well thought out by our ancestors regarding Mbunda
chieftainship succession, which if considered carefully always guide to avoid such
embarrassing situations as follows:
·

Mbunda chieftainship is not a one family person to holder affair.
o
Sons are not eligible to succeed their fathers but nephews and
grandchildren.
The wisdom behind it is that, a man's child in some cases is
questionably his. However, a woman's child is without doubt hers.
Therefore that protects the chieftainship not to be taken over by
slaves.
Sons can easily scheme to eliminate the father on the throne in
order to succeed him earlier, but nephews and grandchildren by
nature come from unpredictably wide family range.
¡
Chifunkutu (a group of counselors representative of a particular
royal family tree, and in this case all Chief (Mwene) Mundu family
tree) headed by the Prime Minister (Ngambela) are responsible for
choosing a chief's successor, their decision is final and
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o

·

cannot be challenged. It remains secret until the successor is
announced to the public.

Installation procedure of Mwene Mundu Chieftainship
o
The eight Mwene Mundu royal families meet to choose successor
candidates from all the families.
o
The chosen ones then pass through a final selection procedure
called SEFA to choose one preferred candidate.
o
That is to be followed by the candidate undergoing traditional
installation rituals performed by known Mbunda traditionalists
Mbanje and Lumingu, who are the only custodians of the traditional
rituals.
o
After that stage, the candidate is pronounced a chief in Mbunda
tradition. No matter what circumstances may surface later, that
status cannot be reversed.
o
Thereafter, the chief designate is taken to the BRE Libonda Kuta for a
letter of acknowledgement to the BRE Limulunga or Lealui Kuta,
accompanied by two Indunas from Libonda.
o
The final stage is by BRE Limulunga or Lealui Kuta bestowing a 'fly
whisk' on the chief.
o
That is followed in conclusion by the chief being taken back to
Libonda for escort to his palace, for public installation celebrations
witnessed by all.
However, despite the elaborate procedure there is a worrying
misunderstanding hijacked by:
i)
Those that believe chieftainship succession is a person to holder
affair thereby ignoring the Mbunda customs and traditions.
ii)
Those that want to shortcut by usurping existing powers of
installation from the laid down procedure in Western Province.
There is a case of Prince Kaunda Likithi who decided to ignore the
Mbunda customs, traditions and procedure of installation by presenting
himself to the BRE Limulunga Kuta, without recommendation from BRE
Libonda Kuta.
Worse still he did not undergo the traditional succession rituals as earlier
stipulated. That resulted in the BRE Limulunga Kuta erroneously
bestowing a 'flywhisk' on him without the wish of the royal families and
has since neither been accepted, recognized nor given instruments of
power by the Mwene Mundu Ngambela/current acting area chief
installed by the BRE Libonda Kuta.
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On the other hand, Vunonge Kanyama, embroiled in the current reported
installation skirmishes was chosen as per Mbunda customs and tradition
and has undergone traditional succession rituals as stipulated earlier.
However, the Mwene Mbundu royal families have had challenges
concerning his installation due to the earlier installation alluded to by BRE
Limulunga Kuta. That has resulted in some, abrogating the laid down
installation procedure in Western Province and opting to what was
recently reported in the national media.
b)

There is also the case of the current Mwene Kasavi of Lukute in Kaoma.
That is another Mbunda chieftainship but with a Luvale personality on the
throne. This was also caused by installation by BRE without regard to
Mbunda customs and traditions.

c)

The suppression at Lukwakwa chiefdom might be hidden to the new
generation but alive to us, where:
The Mbunda who had supported Prince Mubukwanu, one of Mulambwa's
sons left for the now Kabompo. Most of them went to Nakalomo in present
day Lukulu. There, they abandoned their stockade due to Makololo
attacks. When Nxaba (Ngabe) in his pursuance to invade the Makololo
came to Kakenge's area, (ruler of the Luvale) in the north, he failed to break
through the Mbunda fortress at Nakalomo. He then negotiated and tried to
persuade the Mbunda to join him and his group, in an alliance against the
Kololo. The Mbunda however remained suspicious and merely supplied
the Mandebele with guides who took them across the Zambezi westwards
in the direction of the Kololo who at that time were pursuing the Luyana
fleeing to Nyengo. Those Mandebele were all killed in the valley which was
named after them as “Libala la Matebele”.
Those Mbunda who in 1830 had, due to Makololo invasion, abandoned
Nakalomo went to settle east of Manyinga river finding there only a few
Nkoya villages. Prior to 1920 the now Kabompo District was uninhabited.
Amongst those that migrated to Manyinga, were Prince Namiluko the son
of Mulambwa with his son Chikufele. They took the Nkoya under control
and established the headquarters of their leader Chikufele (Sikufele) at
what came to be known as Lukwakwa. Prince Namiluko and his son Prince
Chikufele established the Mbunda Chieftainship at Kabompo, after the
expulsion of the Kalolo inversion.
However because of the continuous installation of the Lozi Princesses
and Indunas at Manyinga by the BRE, in 1945 Induna Imasiku was
recalled to Barotseland. The Mbunda in Manyinga resolved never again
to be presided over by a Barotseland Indunas. Chief Shinde of Zambezi
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wanted to control Manyinga in order to annex it to his Zambezi areas.
However, Manyinga people and village headmen rejected Chief Shinde's
move, contending that; the Chikufele chieftainship is the earlier and most
senior in Manyinga, and that the first local court in Manyinga was at his palace.
An election was therefore organized, comprising more than 300 village
headmen and all chiefs in the area, and Chief Chikufele was elected the Senior
Chief of Manyinga Native Authority. Manyinga Native Authority was at his
palace. Senior Chief Chikufele then decreed that; he had broken away from
Barotseland and that he would remain independent at Manyinga with the
Mbunda chieftainship and that, it should be known that he was a Mbunda.
It is without doubt Mbundas in Western Province live in serious suppression and tribal
scorn from their perceived Lozi brothers despite the historical background we alluded to
in our preamble. It is surprising to note that certain groups of people are still made to
believe that Mbundas are refugees who can be threatened with eviction back to Angola.
This is evidenced by the following cases:
i)

In June 2005 there was a call by Mr. and Mrs. Mukamba and Mulele Mumpisho
when they were interviewed by Aketata Batunda on Radio Liseli,
insinuating that Mbundas are finishing forests in Western Province and that
they must go back to Angola, warning that “one day you will be ruled by a
Mukanda initiate (a circumcised)”. This disturbed Mbundas, but thanks to
interventions by the Barotse Royal Establishment, the situation was calmed
down.

ii)

In the submission to The Government of The Republic of Zambia by The Barotse
National Council on the matter of The National Constitutional Conference and The
Barotseland Agreement 1964, dated 25th August 2009, commented on page 8,
paragraph 6 that “As to tribal conflicts, this is an issue blown out of proportion by
detractors and that Barotseland, being a nation of 32 tribes, is bound to
experience friction among some sections of its people. It should also be noted
that, “some of the tribes of Barotseland came to the kingdom as refugees
escaping civil strife in their original countries. Barotseland did not confine these
people to refugee camps as is the practice in modern times but RECEIVED AND
ACCORDED THEM DUE RECOGNITION AS TRIBES UNDER THEIR OWN CHIEFS in
the same way that the other tribes of the kingdom were organized. What is
expected from these tribes is to accept the way the kingdom is structured as a
nation”.

iii)

In January 2011 during the run up to the Mongu Riots, we received disturbing
reports and fliers from Mongu, authored by a group of Barotseland Activists
calling themselves 'Linyungandambo”. In those fliers, they warned: “This serves
to warn the following: Mbundas, Ma Luvales and other tribes that they should
start preparing to leave Barotseland by 14th January, 2011 when we shall secede
from Zambia. It has been observed that this period around when we have been
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fighting for this cause, they have not been supportive and we feel its high time
they went back to Angola where they came from, failure to comply will lead to
loss of lives”.
iv)

On 8th January 2011 one of the Mbunda entrepreneurs had windows to his shop
broken by a group of the 'Linyungandambo' boys who cowardly ran way after the
incident at the harbor.

It would therefore be very difficult to convince the Mbundas that all these sentiments
are the work of some Government machinery, as they continue to surface from within
our brothers the Lozis.
Another point in mind is that Mbunda chiefs in Western Province are not being accorded
the recognition and respect they deserve. Following are cases in point:
a)

All Senior chiefs in Western Province are Lozi and never has the BRE ever thought
of recommending a Mbunda chief to a Senior position as agreed in the
Mulambwa/Chiyengele Agreement, and despite their assertion in their
submission to The National Constitutional Conference of 25th August 2009 that
the other tribes were RECEIVED AND ACCORDED THEM DUE RECOGNITION AS
TRIBES UNDER THEIR OWN CHIEFS in the same way that the other tribes of the
kingdom were organized. What is expected from these tribes is to accept the
way the kingdom is structured as a nation”.

b)

Most Mbunda chiefs in Western Province including the first Mbunda chief to
migrate to Barotseland in 1795, Chief (Mwene) Mundu of Kalabo are not
recognized but regarded as Silalo Indunas or traditional Counselors serving under
Lozi chiefs.

c)

Not long ago after the installation of Chief Kasimba, the chieftainship was
accused of having constructed a Royal Palace Fence with a Mboma. What does
that mean? Are some chiefs of more royal blood than others?

d)

Two Mbunda Chiefs, Mwene Chiyengele and Mwene Kandala are the only ones
recognized, but as Lozi Chiefs due to their intermarriage roots with the Lozis.

e)

Mwana Mulena Mumpisho drugged Chief Chiyengele Nyumbu, through his
Ngambela Kabalana to court over a piece of land in the midst of Chief Chiyengele's
jurisdiction. Where is the “Muliu” law instituted in 1925 by the Barotse Royal
Establishment, which forbid repossession of allotted settlements or is it out of
malice?

In 1964 after independence, Mbunda and Nkoya educational books were burnt by some
overzealous Lozi Government officials to prevent Mbunda and Nkoya languages to be
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taught in Western Province government schools.
Therefore, our appeal to the Barotse Royal Establishment and indeed questions
lingering on the minds of the Mbunda Speaking People are:
i)

Mbunda is a second largest ethnic group and found in all districts of Western
Province. Why is Mbunda language not taught in Western Province schools?

ii)

Lozi/Mbunda have interacted for 221 years since the year 1795. However, most
Lozi brothers still refuse to learn and speak Mbunda language, but are easily
conversing in Nyanja, Bemba and Luvale and indeed other languages which were
introduced in Barotseland later than Mbunda. It is unbelievable that Mbunda
language is difficult to learn or is it deliberate?

iii)

Why are Mbunda Speaking People not represented on Radio Liambayi and Liseli,
community radios within our community?

iv)

Why should Mbunda Chiefs in Western Province be gazetted as Lozi Chiefs when
the Mulambwa Agreement is clear about the relationship between Lozis and
Mbundas?

v)

Why are Mbundas in Western Province identified as Lozis when the
Mulambwa/Chiyengele Treaty clearly states that “You are free to continue to
teach your people your language and culture; you will not be forced to take our
language and culture”.
We have heard arguments that Lozi is not a tribe, but a lingua franca language,
that is subject to debate, but who are the Rwozis mentioned in history after
leaving Kola, and long before the Makololo imposition of the Thoto language
being spoken in Western Province today?
Quoting one historian source which might be well known, it states: “By
locating their origin and claiming both primogeniture and preponderance in
Bulozi, the Lozi effectively eliminate the possibility of any other group
claiming that land as their 'national' homeland. Langworthy, suggests also
that this helps to maintain a hierarchical distinction between the original Lozi
and the various sub-groups, between 25 and 35 in total that have been
absorbed since earliest known times. Yet whilst many Lozis try to insist that
their ancestors have always lived in Bulozi, there have been one or two
attempts to locate their beginnings with the Rozwi or, those that Coillard
called the Banyai south east of present-day Barotseland. The most commonly
offered explanation for their origin, however, is a stepped migration from the
north, specifically from the Lunda-Luba empires of the Katanga region of
present-day Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)”.
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Citing Wikipedia Free Encyclopedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lozi_people it
states:
“The Lozi people are an ethnic group primarily of western Zambia,
inhabiting the region of Barotseland. They number approximately 575,000
in Zambia out of a population of 10 million. Lozi are also found in Namibia
(Caprivi Strip), Angola, Botswana, Mozambique (50,000), and Zimbabwe
(8,000). The Lozi are also known as the Malozi, Silozi, Kololo, Barotose,
Rotse, Rozi, Rutse, or Tozvi. The Lozi speak Silozi, a central Bantu language.
The word Lozi means 'plain' in the Makololo language, in reference to the
Barotse Floodplain of the Zambezi on and around which most Lozi live. It
may also be spelt Lotse or Rotse, the spelling Lozi having originated with
German missionaries in what is now Namibia. Mu- and Ba- are
corresponding singular and plural prefixes for certain nouns in the Silozi
language, so Murotse means 'person of the plain' while Barotse means '
people of the plain.'
Lozi tradition states that they have always inhabited Barotseland. In about
1830, an army that originated in the Sotho-speaking Bafokeng region of
South Africa, known as the Makololo, led by a warrior called Sebetwane,
invaded Barotseland and conquered the Lozi. They ruled until 1864 when
the Sotho clique was overthrown following a Lozi revolt.
The political organisation of the Lozi has long centred on a monarchy,
whose reigning head, the Paramount King, is known as 'Litunga' which
means 'keeper of the earth.' The renowned Litunga Lewanika, whose latter
name was a nickname from the Mbunda meaning "unifier" following the
Lozi revolt that overthrew the Sotho clique, reigned from 1878 to 1916 with
a short insurrectionist break in 1884-85, requested Queen Victoria to bring
Barotseland under protectorate status.
Under the same authority cited https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mbunda_people
states:
“The Vambunda (singular Kambunda, adjective and language Mbunda,
Mbúùnda or Chimbúùnda) are a Bantu people who, during the Bantu
migrations, came from the north to south-eastern Angola and finally
Barotseland, now part of Zambia. Their core is at present found in the
south-east of Angola from the Lunguevungu river in Moxico to the Cuando
Cubango Province.
The Mbunda continued expanding southwards to a larger settlement,
where the Mbunda Kingdom continued to flourish in what became known
as Mbundaland from Lungwevungu river to Chibanda or southern border
with Namibia, while Lumbala Nguimbo became their capital, where His
Majesty King Mbandu Mbandu Lifuti reigns today.
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The Vambunda comprise a number of subgroups, each of which speaks its
own dialect: Mbunda Mathzi (Katavola), Yauma, Nkangala, Mbalango,
Sango, Shamuka (Chiyengele) and Ndundu, all of them alive in southeast
Angola.
Why the Lozi confusion or can we call it subjugation?
3).

Recommendations
After all said, we would like to recommend the following:
We call upon the Barotse Royal Establishment and Lozis in general to honor the
Mulambwa/Chiyengele Treaty and give the Mbundas and their chiefs in Western
Province the recognition and respect they deserve to enjoy and have a final say on their
culture and traditions.
i)

We recommend that the installation of Prince Kaunda Likithi by BRE as Mwene
Mundu be reversed because it was done against the Mbunda customs and
traditions and that Vunonge Kanyama be installed instead because he underwent
the Mbunda chief installation rituals that cannot be reversed.

ii)

Now that Mbunda people have their monarch on the throne in Angola, who is the
custodian of their culture and traditions, it therefore follows that their chiefs in
Zambia be installed by him, while their relative subjection is to the Litunga. That is
more or like the case of the Chewa people of Malawi, Mozambique and Zambia
whose culture and traditions are under the custody of Paramount Chief Undi in
Zambia.

iii)

Limulunga has no senior chief. We call upon Barotse Royal Establishment to
recommend upgrading Chief Chiyengele in Nang'oko as senior chief in
accordance with the Mulambwa/Chiyengele Treaty, and correct his gazetted
recognition notice together with Chief Kandala of Mabumbu as Mbunda chiefs
and not Lozi chiefs.

iv)

We call upon the Barotse Royal Establishment to recommend to the Government
to recognize and gazette Chief Muundu, Liumba Palace Kalabo District; Chief
Kasimba, Kalumwange Palace, Kaoma District; Chief Kandombwe, Luvuji Palace,
Lukulu, Chief Kasabi, Lukute Palace, Kaoma and Chief Lindeho, Chamemba
Palace, Kalabo as Mbunda Chiefs. These are not Indunas but Mbunda Royal Blood
Chiefs with flywhisks, who came from Angola as Mbunda chiefs.

v)

We call upon the Barotse Royal Establishment to reconstitute the Barotse
National Council to its original state and representative of all chiefs in Western
Province, unlike the way it is now where Indunas sign submissions to the
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Government, in direct reference to the submissions to the National
Constitutional Conference dated 25th August 2009. The highlighted sentiments in
this submission clearly show that Mbunda chiefs were not represented.
Utilizing these chiefs in National Development will result in development trickling
down to their subjects who are the grassroots.
vi)

4).

Wholesome recognition of all inhabitants of Western Province to be LOZI has
biased tendency of picking from a pool of one ethnic group in the name of Lozi for
recommendation to government for appointments. Well qualified Zambians of
Western Province among the 32 ethnic groups should be appointed to Senior
Government positions irrespective of their ethnic affiliation. The idea of
identifying everyone in Western Province to be Lozi is very discriminatory.

Conclusion
In accordance with the Mulambwa/Chiyengele Treaty, Mbundas should have their own
traditional structure of Chiefs, with a Senior Mbunda chief in Zambia, leading the other
Mbunda chiefs in ascribing to the Mbunda Monarch in Angola, while giving unreserved
respect to the Barotse monarch. Mbunda people in Western Province have no problem
in continuing to submit themselves to His Majesty, King Litunga of Barotseland as long as
our culture and traditions are respected

Submitted by:
The National Executive Committee (N.E.C.)

Cheke Cha Mbunda Cultural and Writers Association.
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0963962331

12th May, 2016
All Royal Highnesses
Mbunda Chiefs in Zambia
Western and North Western Provinces.
INVITATION FOR A MEETING IN RESPECT OF THE ERODING MBUNDA
CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS
I recognise and give respect to your respective palaces and chiefdoms as held in
high esteem by the Mbunda people of Zambia, Angola, Namibia and Congo
(DRC).
I enclose a Press Statement I have issued to set the record straight concerning the
Mwene Mundu chieftainship installation skirmishes and relationship with the
Barotse Royal Establishment (BRE).
As explained in the enclosed “Press Statement”, all efforts were made to appeals
to the BRE Limulunga Kuta for a redress without success.
Let me reiterate that I regret the abrogation of the laid down chiefs installation
procedure in Western Province by some of my people who were misled into
believing that a Mbunda chief can install another currently, and were found at
that occasion during my absence.
That being the case, in my capacity as Ngambela of the Chief (Mwene) Mundu
and Administrative Area Chief of the Liumba area, duly installed by the BRE
Libonda Kuta in November 2014, with full authority before I handover the
instruments of power and authority to the incoming Area Chief yet to be
installed, I wrote to Cheke Cha Mbunda Cultural and Writers Association as
custodians of the researched Mbunda history, to mediate between the BRE and
Mwene Mundu royal families and initiate dialogue over this unfortunate
development.
In addition to this effort my Kuta met and agreed to invite you all to a meeting, to
discuss the status of our customs and traditional values as the authority and
custodians in this respect. I have also invited the Cheke Cha Mbunda Cultural and
Writers Association to help in facilitating and chairing the meeting as a registered
entity who are able to obtain a police notification consideration for the meeting.
Please consider that this meeting is for the mutual benefit of us all and therefore
we do not expect anybody to pay for the facilitation but calls for our own sacrifice.
I therefore suggest that we all consider facilitating our own transport, lodging and

food. That being the case, venue and date will depend on your suggestions which
can be communicated through my phone number quoted above and then all of
you will be informed accordingly.
My office looks forward to work with you as we await your response.
We pray that God guides you and add to your wisdom as you reflect on this
important matter for posterity’s sake.

Mwata Mbunge
Ngambela (Mwato wa Mwene)
Chief (Mwene) Mundu Chieftainship.
cc.
cc.
cc.
cc.
cc.
cc.
cc.

His Majesty, King Mbandu III Mbandu Lifuti - Lumbala Ngimbu, Angola,
His Majesty, King Lubosi - The Litunga La Mboela, Limulunga, Mongu.
Her Royal Highness, Mboanjikana - Libonda, Kalabo,
Siasikalo Kuta - Limulunga, Mongu
Permanent Secretary - Western Province - Mongu
Provincial Chiefs and Traditional Affairs Officer - Mongu.
National Chairman, National Headquarters - Cheke Cha Mbunda Cultural
and Writers Association, Lusaka.

12th April, 2016
The National Chairman
Cheke Cha Mbunda Cultural and Writers Association
National Headquarters
LUSAKA.
I enclose a Press Statement I have issued to set the record straight concerning the
Mwene Mundu chieftainship installation skirmishes and relationship with the
Barotse Royal Establishment (BRE).
Let me reiterate that I regret the abrogation of the laid down chiefs installation
procedure in Western Province by some of my people who were misled and were
found at that occasion during my absence.
That being the case, in my capacity as Prime Minister (Ngambela) of the Chief
(Mwene) Mundu and Administrative Area Chief of the Liumba area, duly installed
by the BRE Libonda Kuta (traditional court) in November 2014, with full authority
before I handover the instruments of power and authority to the incoming Area
Chief yet to be installed turn to you, to mediate between the BRE and Mwene
Mundu royal families and initiate dialogue over this unfortunate development.
My office looks forward to work with you as we await your response.
Given at my hand,

Mwata Mbunge
Prime Minister (Ngambela)
Chief (Mwene) Mundu Chieftainship.

PRESS STATEMENT

BY
MWATA MBUNGE – PRIME MINISTER (NGAMBELA)
CHIEF (MWENE) MUNDU CHIEFTAINSHIP
LIUMBA CHIEFDOM, thKALABO, WESTERN PROVINCE
12 April, 2016
As noted in the Press for the past few weeks, I Mwata Mbunge would like to
inform the public and set the record straight concerning the Mwene Mundu
chieftainship installation skirmishes and relationship with the Barotse Royal
Establishment (BRE).
In my capacity as Prime Minister (Ngambela), duly installed by the BRE Libonda
Kuta (traditional court) in November 2014, it is therefore my responsibility to give
direction in the administration of the Liumba area as the authority and
Administrative Area Chief before I handover the instruments of power and
authority to the incoming Area Chief yet to be installed.
Since the demise of Chief (Mwene) Mundu Likithi in August 2008, there has been
embarrassing wrangles as to who should succeed him. The question has been,
why the wrangles?
There are Mbunda customs, well thought out by our ancestors regarding Mbunda
chieftainship succession, which if considered carefully always guide to avoid such
embarrassing situations as follows:
1).

Mbunda chieftainship is not a one family person to holder affair
i).
Sons are not eligible to succeed their fathers but nephews and
grandchildren.
ii).
The wisdom behind it is that, a man's child in some cases is
questionably his. However, a woman's child is without doubt hers.
Therefore that protects the chieftainship not to be taken over by
slaves.
iii). Sons can easily scheme to eliminate the father on the throne in
order to succeed him earlier, but nephews and grandchildren by
nature come from unpredictably wide family range.
iv). Chifunkutu (a group of counselors representative of a particular
royal family tree, and in this case all Chief (Mwene) Mundu family
tree) headed by the Prime Minister (Ngambela) are responsible for
choosing a chief's successor, their decision is final and cannot be
challenged. It remains secret until the successor is announced to the
public.

2).

Installation procedure of Mwene Mundu Chieftainship
i).
The eight Mwene Mundu royal families meet to choose successor
candidates from all the families.
ii).
The chosen ones then pass through a final selection procedure
called SEFA to choose one preferred candidate.
iii). That is to be followed by the candidate undergoing traditional
installation rituals performed by known Mbunda traditionalists
Mbanje and Lumingu, who are custodians of traditional ethics.
iv). After that stage, the candidate is pronounced a chief in Mbunda
tradition. No matter what circumstances may surface later, that
status cannot be reversed.
v).
Thereafter, the chief designate is taken to the BRE Libonda Kuta for a
letter of acknowledgement to the BRE Limulunga Kuta,
accompanied by two Indunas from Libonda.
vi). The final stage is by BRE Limulunga Kuta bestowing a 'fly whisk' on
the chief.
vii). That is followed in conclusion by the chief being taken back to
Libonda for escort to his palace, for public installation celebrations
accepted by all.

However, despite the elaborate procedure there is a worrying misunderstanding
in my area brought about by:
i).
Those that believe chieftainship succession is a person to holder
affair.
ii).
Those that want to shortcut by usurping existing powers of
installation from the laid down procedure in Western Province.
We have a case of Prince Kaunda Likithi who decided to shortcut by presenting
himself to the BRE Limulunga without authority from BRE Libonda Kuta and
indeed myself as the current recognized area chief. Worse still he did not
undergo the traditional succession rituals as earlier stipulated. That resulted in
the BRE Limulunga mistakenly bestowing a 'fly whisk' on him without the wish
of the royal families and has since neither been accepted, recognized nor given
instruments of power by me.
On the other hand, Vunonge Kanyama, embroiled in the current reported
installation skirmishes was chosen as per Mbunda customs and tradition and
has undergone traditional succession rituals as stipulated earlier. However, the
Mwene Mundu royal families have had challenges concerning his installation
due to the earlier installation eluded to by BRE Limulunga Kuta. That has
resulted in some, abrogating the laid down installation procedure in Western
Province and opting to what was recently reported in the national media in my
absence.
However, two wrongs cannot make a right. Dialogue is the most acceptable in
order to maintain peace and order. I therefore regret the abrogation of the laid
down chiefs installation procedure in Western Province by some of my people
who were misled and were found at that occasion.
Let me now make some important pronouncements to the nation as a way
forward regarding our position as the Chief (Mwene) Mundu chieftainship and
chiefdom:
I).
We do not recognize or support formation of administrative
structures such as the so called Mbunda Royal Establishment (MRE)

and its Mbunda Royal Council (MRC) in Zambia because we were not consulted
during its formation.
ii).
We still believe in working together with Cheke Cha Mbunda
Cultural and Writers Association whose National Headquarters is in
Lusaka, with whom together as Mbunda people researched the
Mbunda history, in which our culture and tradition is stipulated
which we cherish and adhere to as a guide.
iii). In this case, we have written to Cheke Cha Mbunda to help initiate
and facilitate a dialogue with the BRE concerning the installation of
Chief (Mwene) Mundu.
Given at my Hand,

Mwata Mbunge
Prime Minister (Ngambela)
Chief (Mwene) Mundu Chieftainship.

